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citute, Cochitueets, Cuochituate, Cochietuate, Cochitwater, Cochute, Cochi- 
tuah, Colicherate, Chochitute, Chochituate, Chocluate, Chochicuate, Cho- 
chictuate, Choticuate, Choucituate, Cochusade, Cochuterat, Cochituats, 
Cochicuate, Cochituale, Cockiuate, Cockuate, Cochitsh, Cochitute, Cochu- 
nate, Cochituch, Cochictuate, Cochitchuate, Cochittuate, Cochutiate, 
Cochichutie, Cochowate, Cocheseate, Cockituati, Cochiuate, Cocituate, Co- 
chituate, Cochitawitt, Coashtuate, Cocuatuate, Cochiyuate, Cochhituate, 
Crochituate, Codrituate, Cosituate, Cohituate, Chatiate, Coblituate, Cot- 
cituet, Cochiheorte, Cotichuhwait, Cochhittiak, Gochituate, Cohatuate, 
Chitchwate, Cochiatute, Kerchiweight, Cartrituate, Cotchichuate, Sciotchi- 
tuate, Cochotaute, Katichuate, Cocketriute, Cochicutate, Coucichuate, 
Cochiuchate, Whituate, Colchister, Kocituate, Cochetube, Cochtioute, Col- 
chitwate, Chuchetts, Cauchauate, Cachituate, Cachitua, Cachitwate, Car- 
lituate, Cashituate, Chohictate, Cotchiett, Cotichoate, Cotitchuate or Wailing, 
Cotrito, Coticuate, Cotichawait, Cotichuate, Corchituate, Corchuote, Cotit- 
cuate, Cochatiuate, Ccituate, Coachituete, Coahicuate, Cochicuarte, Cochi- 
watefi, Cocohitcuate, Cochicuarte, Cochiwate, Cocohituate, Cochityate, 
Cochittiap, Cuohituate, Coutitute, Couchituate, Cochatuate, Cochuetts, Co- 
chitciate, Ketchewit, Chosituate, Ctchituate, Cutichie, Cochituatiu, Coctu- 
tuate." 

Some of our other names of Indian origin are also spelled in a great: 
variety of ways. 

BARGE. - The following letter appeared in the " Boston Herald," Octo- 
ber 29, 906 :-- 

" Barge - A Boston Word. - To the Editor of the Herald: Two or three 
requests have been made for the origin of the common word 'barge.' I 
feel confident I can give the correct explanation. I believe it is a Boston 
word. 

"When I was a boy, 1850 on, or perhaps a little before, there appeared 
in Boston a gay wonder. The old stagers, like Dr. Green and Edward 
Everett Hale, will recall it, and the elder ' Bostonians.' It was called 
'Cleopatra's Barge,' a long boat-like vehicle, I think on wheels in the sum- 
mer and runners in the winter, for excursions and for sleighrides. It was 
painted to suit the name, and when full of gay youth, it presented a bril- 
liant appearance. My impression is that it was owned by the Omnibus 
Company. 

" I do not suppose there was any one - certainly not many - in Boston 
at that time who did not know of 'the Barge '--'Cleopatra's Barge.' 

"My impression is that the summer hotels, the seaside, and the country 
hotels, caught up the name, and gave it at first to their vehicles which had 
rows of side seats, and in other ways emulated the brilliant original. From 
those 'barges,' I suppose the name came to be applied to anything in the 
shape of an excursion or picnic wagon, or any old beach wagon. 

" Will C. Wood. 
"6 PINCKNEY STREET, BOSTON, Oct. 24, 19o6." 
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